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Route Optimization has been designed within the IETF to ameliorate the problem of triangle routing, a routing artifact introduced
by Mobile IP’s requirement to route packets destined for a mobile node by way of its home network. In this article, we describe the
current protocol specification for the Route Optimization protocol, concentrating on design decisions and justifications. Once the basic
mechanisms are explained, we show how they are applied to enable foreign agents to offer smooth handoffs for mobile nodes, and
describe the security operations that enable reliable operation of this handoff between foreign agents with which a mobile node has no
pre-existing security relationship.

1. Introduction

Mobile IP has been developed in the Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force (IETF) as a solution to provide nearly trans-
parent roaming for IP-addressable mobile nodes [15]. Phys-
ical effects such as variable bandwidth make it impossible
for roaming to be completely transparent to applications,
but such effects are forgivable since they are inevitable.
Other problems such as routing anomalies and faulty con-
gestion control are more difficult to understand, more dif-
ficult to diagnose, and less likely to be tolerated by typical
users. Route Optimization is an attempt to solve the former
problem, by reducing or eliminating the routing anomalies
introduced by the base Mobile IP specification.

In this paper, we define the problem and give the de-
tails of one possible approach towards a solution. As with
any routing problem, a robust solution needs to incorporate
good security techniques, to avoid the possibility that a ma-
licious network entity might introduce fraudulent routing
information and thus disrupt communications. Not solving
the problem is better than solving the problem in a way that
offers opportunities for corrupting the integrity of the rout-
ing tables of computers which need to communicate with
mobile nodes.

Section 2 of this paper gives a brief overview of Mo-
bile IP and the Route Optimization extensions to it, describ-
ing their component parts and design. Section 3 describes
the process of binding cache maintenance and details each
of the messages used by Route Optimization for this pur-
pose. The application of this cache maintenance for pro-
viding smooth handoffs as a mobile node moves from one
foreign agent to the next is presented in section 4, and sec-
tion 5 then presents the problem of the managing mobility
security associations needed by Route Optimization. Ac-
complishing smooth handoffs requires the use of registra-
tion keys, and the proposed methods for establishing those
keys are detailed in section 6, with the message formats
and processing steps detailed in sections 7–9. To further
illustrate the power of Route Optimization techniques, in

section 10 we show how binding cache maintenance has
been applied in the protocol design for mobility support
in IPv6, the new version of IP now being designed in the
IETF. Lastly, in section 11, we summarize and present
conclusions.

2. Overview

The development of powerful laptop computers with
medium-speed wireless communications adapters has been
the driving motivation for the creation of new protocols.
Mobile IP [15] enables a mobile node to move from place
to place in the Internet, maintaining active connections and
presenting to typical Internet nodes the illusion that it re-
mains present on its home network. Communications with
the mobile node proceed by use of the mobile node’s home
address, which does not depend on the node’s current point
of attachment to the Internet. At each point of attachment,
the mobile node acquires a care-of address, which it must
report to its home agent on its home network by a process
called registration.

In all situations considered in the rest of this paper, the
mobile node obtains the care-of address by interaction with
a foreign agent on the foreign network. The foreign agent
offers the care-of address using ICMP [17] by including
it as part of a specially modified Router Advertisement [3],
which is then known as an Agent Advertisement. The Agent
Advertisement also includes a maximum time duration, or
lifetime, for which the mobile node may consider the care-
of address valid, and which bounds the lifetime permissible
within the mobile node’s Registration Request that is subse-
quently transmitted to the home agent. When a mobile node
which is using a care-of address detects that it is no longer
receiving the Agent Advertisements from its current foreign
agent, or in some other way detects that it no longer is in
contact with that foreign agent, it assumes that the care-of
address is no longer valid. The mobile node then begins to
search for a new care-of address, presumably from another
foreign agent.
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Figure 1. Overview of the base Mobile IP protocol.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the base Mobile IP pro-
tocol, including the relative placement of Mobile IP agents
and networks. A correspondent node is any IP host or
router that communicates with a mobile node. A corre-
spondent node, itself, may be either mobile or stationary.
To send a packet to a mobile node, a correspondent node
transmits the packet to the mobile node’s home address,
which causes the packet to be routed toward the mobile
node’s home network. There, the packet is intercepted by
the mobile node’s home agent. The home agent then tun-
nels the packet to the mobile node’s current foreign agent,
using the care-of address as the tunnel destination. The for-
eign agent decapsulates the packet and delivers it locally to
the mobile node. If a mobile node sends a packet to a cor-
respondent node, it simply sends it in the same way as if
it were at home, but uses its foreign agent as the default
router for delivering the packet. The foreign agent, simply
acting as a router, then forwards the packet directly to the
correspondent node.

The processes of agent advertisement and registration of
a care-of address are illustrated in figure 2. Whenever a
mobile node registers, its home agent (if it approves the re-
quest) associates the mobile node’s home address with the
care-of address and lifetime together in a routing record
known as a binding. The home agent thus maintains a
binding cache containing all the bindings for all those mo-
bile nodes that are using its services while they are away
from the home network. The home agent also performs
whatever functions are necessary [15] to manage the in-
terception of all packets destined for its registered mobile
nodes. Once the home agent has intercepted a packet for
a mobile node, it consults its binding cache to tunnel (en-
capsulate) the packet, setting the tunnel destination to be
the mobile node’s care-of address [13,14]. This tunneling
process appears as additional routing overhead on all pack-
ets addressed to the mobile node.

This description of packet delivery to and from a mobile
node illustrates a routing anomaly caused by the operation
of Mobile IP. Packets sent to a mobile node are routed
indirectly through the mobile node’s home agent and are
then tunneled to the mobile node, whereas packets sent from
a mobile node are routed directly to the correspondent node.
Round trip communications thus travel along three distinct
routing paths, and thus this routing anomaly is known as

Figure 2. Overview of the Mobile IP registration process.

triangle routing. This use of triangle routing can be seen in
figure 1. All of these operations are specified by the base
Mobile IP standard [15].

For the correspondent node to eliminate triangle routing,
it must have some information regarding the current loca-
tion of the mobile node – in other words, the correspondent
node will have to discover the mobile node’s care-of ad-
dress, and to maintain a binding cache giving this care-of
address for use in tunneling its own packets to the mobile
node’s care-of address.

Whenever the care-of address later changes, the corre-
spondent node must update its binding cache. Route Op-
timization accomplishes this by sending a Binding Update
to the correspondent node. The production and consump-
tion of these Binding Updates form the heart of the oper-
ation of the Route Optimization protocol. And, just as the
home agent cannot accept an unauthenticated Registration
Request from a mobile node, neither can a correspondent
node accept an unauthenticated Binding Update. One of the
guiding principles for deciding how to send Binding Up-
dates to correspondent nodes is that the correspondent node
must be able to trust the sender. In the current Internet, de-
ployment of authentication technology and key distribution
is typically handled interactively, and thus not so amenable
to the kind of automatic operation required for Route Opti-
mization. Thus, our proposal has been designed to reduce
the number of mobility agents which have to maintain trust
with correspondent nodes.

When a mobile node moves to a new care-of address,
any existing binding cache entries for the mobile node in
different correspondent nodes’ binding caches become out-
of-date. An out-of-date binding causes a correspondent
node to tunnel packets to an old care-of address. Unfor-
tunately, in base Mobile IP, such packets are likely to get
dropped because the mobile node’s previous foreign agent
is not notified of the mobile node’s movement to its new
care-of address. On the other hand, if the previous foreign
agent can maintain a binding cache entry for a mobile node
which had previously been visiting, that foreign agent can
deliver such misdirected packets to the mobile node’s cur-
rent care-of address. The Binding Update messages used to
inform correspondent nodes about a mobile node’s care-of
address are also used to inform the mobile node’s previous
foreign agent when the mobile node moves and acquires a
new care-of address. Then, the previous foreign agent can
act as a temporary forwarder for traffic destined to the mo-
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bile node, until all of the relevant correspondent nodes have
updated their binding cache entries for the mobile node.
This process is called smooth handoff, and is described in
detail in section 4.

While using the same messages, smooth handoff intro-
duces a new requirement for establishing trust between a
mobile node and each of its foreign agents. In base Mo-
bile IP, and for the purposes of reliably delivering Bind-
ing Updates to correspondent nodes, the foreign agents are
largely passive agents. No particular trust model is assumed
to be in place between the mobile node and the foreign
agent. For smooth handoff to work correctly, the previ-
ous foreign agents have to be able to authenticate Binding
Updates, which means they must share a secret with the
node transmitting the binding update. Moreover, to cor-
rectly handle packets in flight, the previous foreign agent
must get the binding updates as soon as possible. Using the
model of a mobile node moving from one wireless access
point to the next nearby one, with each access point serving
as or for a foreign agent, we choose to enable the new for-
eign agent to deliver the necessary Binding Update to the
previous foreign agent as soon as possible. Establishing a
way for the foreign agent to trust the mobile node, while
difficult, is possible using any one of various techniques
detailed later in the paper. All that the previous foreign
agent has to know is that the Binding Update comes from
the same mobile node as had been registered with it; this
is accomplished by exchanging key information as part of
the previous Registration Request and Registration Reply.

As a matter of terminology, the mobility security asso-
ciations between nodes in this paper are usually indicated
by a Security Parameters Index, or SPI. The SPI indicates
which of possibly many security associations between two
nodes is to be used when performing the necessary secu-
rity operations. For instance, an SPI may indicate that au-
thentication is to be performed by comparing the results of
an MD5 computation operating on a stream of data, with
some secret information included both before and after the
data to be authenticated. SPIs are an important field in the
registration key messages and other messages relating to a
binding with the mobile node’s new care-of address. SPIs
are selected arbitrarily from the available 32-bit unsigned
numbers, except that SPI numbers 0 through 255 are re-
served and not allowed to be used in any mobility security
association.

3. Binding cache maintenance messages

A correspondent node may create or update a binding
cache entry for a mobile node only when it has received
and authenticated the mobile node’s mobility binding. In
addition, a node may use any reasonable strategy for man-
aging the space within its binding cache. When a new
entry needs to be added to the binding cache, the node may
choose to drop any entry already in the cache, if needed, to
make space for the new entry. For example, a least-recently

used (LRU) strategy for cache entry replacement is likely to
work well. This is in contrast to the way that a home agent
should manage the registrations for mobile nodes registered
with it. A home agent should not drop a registration un-
til the expiration of the lifetime of the binding established
during the registration process.

When sending an IP packet, if the sending node has a
binding cache entry for the destination node, it should tun-
nel the packet to the mobile node’s care-of address using the
encapsulation techniques used by home agents [7,8,13,14].

When a mobile node’s home agent intercepts a packet
from the home network and tunnels it to the mobile node,
as shown in figure 1, the home agent may deduce that the
original source of the packet has no binding cache entry
for the destination mobile node. The home agent should
then send a Binding Update message to the original source
node, informing it of the mobile node’s current mobility
binding. No acknowledgement for such a Binding Update
message is needed, since additional future packets from this
source node intercepted by the home agent for the mobile
node would cause transmission of another Binding Update.
For a Binding Update to be authenticated by the original
source node, the source node and the home agent must have
established a mobility security association.

Similarly, when a foreign agent receives a tunneled
packet, if it has a binding cache entry for the destina-
tion node, indicating that the mobile node has established a
binding elsewhere (not with this foreign agent), the foreign
agent may deduce that the tunneling node has an out-of-date
binding cache entry for the mobile node. In this case, the
foreign agent should send a Binding Warning message to
the mobile node’s home agent, advising it to send a Bind-
ing Update message to the node that tunneled this packet.
The mobile node’s home agent can be determined from the
binding cache entry, because the home agent’s address is
learned from the Binding Update that established the cache
entry. The address of the node that tunneled the misdirected
packet can be determined from the packet’s header, since
the address of the node tunneling this packet is the outer
source address of the encapsulated packet. As in the case of
a Binding Update sent by the mobile node’s home agent, no
acknowledgement of this Binding Warning is needed, since
additional future packets for the mobile node tunneled by
the same node will cause the transmission of another Bind-
ing Warning.

In addition to the Binding Update and Binding Warning
messages, Route Optimization makes use of two additional
types of messages for binding cache maintenance: Binding
Request and Binding Acknowledgement. These four mes-
sage types are distinguished by a one-octet type field, with
the message type values chosen from the numbering space
defined in the base Mobile IP specification for messages
sent to UDP port 434.

The following sections describe in detail each of the
Route Optimization messages used for binding cache main-
tenance, as well as a message extension used by them for
authentication. In addition, Route Optimization requires
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Figure 3. Binding Warning message format.

one minor change to the existing Mobile IP Registration
Request message: a new flag bit must be added, replac-
ing a previously unused, reserved bit in the message. This
modified Registration Request message format is also de-
scribed below. In the description of each message format,
any field marked as reserved must be set to all zeroes when
transmitted and must be ignored upon reception.

3.1. Binding Warning message

A Binding Warning message is used to advise a mobile
node’s home agent that another node appears to have ei-
ther no binding cache entry or an out-of-date binding cache
entry for some mobile node. When any node receives and
decapsulates a tunneled packet for which it is not the cur-
rent foreign agent for the destination mobile node, if it
forwards the packet to a new care-of address based on an
entry in its own binding cache, it should send a Binding
Warning message to the mobile node’s home agent indi-
cated in that binding cache entry. No authentication of
the Binding Warning message is necessary, since it does
not directly affect the routing of IP packets to the mobile
node.

The format of the Binding Warning message is illustrated
in figure 3. The mobile node’s home IP address is followed
by the target node address, which is the IP address of the
node that tunneled the packet causing the Binding Warning
message. A mobile node’s home agent will thus receive a
Binding Warning message if a node maintaining a binding
cache entry for one of the home agent’s mobile nodes uses
an out-of-date entry. When a home agent receives a Binding
Warning message, it should send a Binding Update message
including the mobile node’s current binding to the target
node.

A foreign agent must provide some mechanism to limit
the rate at which it sends Binding Warning messages to
the same node about any given mobility binding. This rate
limiting is especially important because it is expected that,
within the short term, many Internet nodes will not support
maintenance of a binding cache. In this case, continual
transmissions of Binding Warning messages will only waste
processing resources at the foreign agent, home agent, and
correspondent node, and along the Internet path between
these nodes.

3.2. Binding Request message

A Binding Request message is used by a node to request
a mobile node’s current mobility binding from the mobile

Figure 4. Binding Request message format.

node’s home agent. A node wanting to provide continued
service with a particular binding cache entry may attempt
to reconfirm that mobility binding before the expiration of
the registration lifetime. Such reconfirmation of a binding
cache entry may be appropriate when the node has indi-
cations (such as an open transport-level connection to the
mobile node) that the binding cache entry is still needed.
This reconfirmation is performed when the node sends a
Binding Request message to the mobile node’s home agent,
requesting a new Binding Update message with the mobile
node’s current mobility binding. The node maintaining the
binding cache entry should also keep track of the home
agent’s address, to be able to fill in the destination IP ad-
dress of future Binding Requests.

The format of the Binding Request message is illustrated
in figure 4, and contains the home address of the mobile
node to which the Binding Request refers. Following that
is a 64-bit sequence number, assigned by the node sending
the Binding Request message, which is used to assist in
matching requests with replies and in protecting against
replay attacks.

When the home agent receives a Binding Request mes-
sage, it consults its list of registered mobile nodes and de-
termines the correct binding information to be sent to the
requesting node. Before satisfying the request, the home
agent must check whether or not the mobile node has al-
lowed the information to be disseminated. If the mobile
node specified the private (P) bit in its Registration Re-
quest message (as shown in section 3.6), then the home
agent returns a Binding Update in which both the care-of
address is set equal to the mobile node’s home address and
the lifetime is set to zero. Such a Binding Update mes-
sage indicates that the binding cache entry for the specified
mobile node should be deleted.

3.3. Binding Update message

The Binding Update message is used for notification of
a mobile node’s current mobility binding. It should be sent
by the mobile node’s home agent in response to a Binding
Request message or a Binding Warning message. It should
also be sent by a mobile node, or by the foreign agent with
which the mobile node is registering, when notifying the
mobile node’s previous foreign agent that the mobile node
has moved.

The format of the Binding Update message is illustrated
in figure 5, and contains the mobile node’s home address
and care-of address. Setting the care-of address in the Bind-
ing Update equal to the home address of the mobile node
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Figure 5. Binding Update message format.

means that any existing binding cache entry (and visitor
list entry, in the case of a mobile node’s previous foreign
agent) for the mobile node should be deleted. The Bind-
ing Update also contains a lifetime for this binding, and
any binding cache entry created or modified as a result
of receipt of this Binding Update must be deleted once
this lifetime expires. A value of all ones for the lifetime
indicates infinity; a value of zero means the same thing
as setting the care-of address equal to the home address.
When sending the Binding Update message, the home agent
should set this lifetime to the remaining registration life-
time.

The Binding Update message also contains four defined
flag bits. The acknowledge (A) bit is set by the node send-
ing the Binding Update message to request a Binding Ac-
knowledgement message be returned. The identification
present (I) bit is set to indicate that the identification field
is present in the message. The minimal encapsulation (M)
and Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) (G) bits indi-
cate support for receiving packets encapsulated with either
of these two optional encapsulation protocols [7,14].

When a node receives a Binding Update message, it must
verify the authentication in the message, using the mobility
security association it shares with the mobile node’s home
agent. The authentication data is found in the Route Opti-
mization Authentication extension (section 3.5), which must
be present in the message. If the authentication succeeds,
then a binding cache entry should be updated for use in
sending future packets to the mobile node. Otherwise, an
authentication exception should be raised.

As with the sending of Binding Warning messages, a
home agent must provide some mechanism to limit the rate
at which it sends Binding Update messages to to the same
node about any given mobility binding. Since in the short
term, some nodes may not support maintenance of a binding
cache, continual transmissions of Binding Update messages
will only waste processing resources at the home agent and
correspondent node, and along the Internet path between
these nodes.

The 64-bit identification field is present unless the Bind-
ing Update is sent as part of a smooth handoff. When using
nonces for replay protection [15], the identification field in
the Binding Update message is used slightly differently than
when timestamps are used [15], to still allow replay pro-
tection even though the Binding Update is not being sent
in reply to a request directly from the target node. In this
case, the home agent is required to set the high-order 32

Figure 6. Binding Acknowledgement message format.

bits of the identification field to the value of the nonce that
will be used by the home agent in the next Binding Update
message sent to this node. The low-order 32 bits of the
identification field must be set to the value of the nonce
being used for this message.

Thus, on each Binding Update message, the home agent
communicates to the target node the value of the nonce
that will be used next time, and if no Binding Updates are
lost in the network, the home agent and the target node
can remain synchronized with respect to the nonces be-
ing used. If, however, the target node receives a Binding
Update with what it believes to be an incorrect nonce, it
may resynchronize with the home agent by using a Binding
Request message.

3.4. Binding Acknowledgement message

A Binding Acknowledgement message is used to ac-
knowledge receipt of a Binding Update message. It should
be sent by a node receiving a Binding Update message if
the acknowledge (A) bit is set in the Binding Update.

The format of the Binding Acknowledgement message is
illustrated in figure 6, and contains a status field in addition
to the mobile node’s home address and the usual identifi-
cation field for replay protection, copied from the Binding
Update message.

If the status is nonzero, the Acknowledgement is nega-
tive. For instance, if the Binding Update was not accepted,
but the incoming packet has the acknowledge flag bit set,
then the status code should be set appropriately in the Bind-
ing Acknowledgement message. Status values are defined
to indicate different conditions for which the Binding Up-
date may have been rejected, including administrative pro-
hibition, lack of sufficient resources, authentication failure,
or a mismatch in the expected identification value.

3.5. Route Optimization Authentication extension

The Route Optimization Authentication extension is used
to authenticate Binding Update and Binding Acknowledge-
ment messages. It has the same format and default al-
gorithm support requirements as the three authentication
extensions defined for base Mobile IP [15], but is distin-
guished by its message type value. The authenticator value
is computed from the stream of bytes including the shared
secret, the UDP payload, all prior extensions in their en-
tirety (that is, the Route Optimization management mes-
sage), and the type and length of this extension, but not
including the authenticator field itself nor the UDP header.
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Figure 7. Modified Registration Request message format.

For implementations that can support more than the manda-
tory base authentication algorithm, other optional authenti-
cation algorithms such as the more secure HMAC authen-
ticator [11] could also be used if specified in the mobility
security association.

3.6. Modified Registration Request message

The format of the modified Registration Request mes-
sage is illustrated in figure 7. It contains one new bit, the
private (P) bit, enabling the mobile node to indicate that
it would like its home agent to keep its mobility binding
private. Normally, the home agent sends Binding Update
messages to correspondent nodes as needed to allow them
to cache the mobile node’s binding. If the mobile node
sets the private bit in the Registration Request message, the
home agent is not allowed to send the mobile node’s bind-
ing in any Binding Update message. Instead, each Binding
Update message should give the mobile node’s care-of ad-
dress equal to its home address, and should give a lifetime
value of 0.

4. Smooth handoffs

This section provides a description of the proposed op-
eration of smooth handoff from a mobile node’s previous
foreign agent to its new foreign agent when the mobile node
initiates a new registration.

4.1. Smooth handoff overview

When a mobile node moves and registers with a new
foreign agent, the base Mobile IP protocol does not no-
tify the mobile node’s previous foreign agent. IP packets
intercepted by the home agent after the new registration
are tunneled to the mobile node’s new care-of address, but
packets in flight that had already been intercepted by the
home agent and tunneled to the old care-of address when
the mobile node moved are likely to be lost and are assumed
to be retransmitted by higher-level protocols if needed. The
old foreign agent eventually deletes its visitor list entry for
the mobile node after the expiration of the registration life-
time.

Route Optimization provides a means for the mobile
node’s previous foreign agent to be reliably notified of
the mobile node’s new mobility binding, allowing pack-
ets in flight to the mobile node’s previous care-of address
to be forwarded to its new care-of address. Any pack-
ets tunneled to the mobile node’s previous foreign agent,
from correspondent nodes with out-of-date binding cache

Figure 8. Smooth handoff.

entries for the mobile node, can also be recovered in this
way. Finally, this notification allows any resources con-
sumed by the mobile node at the previous foreign agent
(such as an allocated radio channel) to be released imme-
diately, rather than waiting for its registration lifetime to
expire.

The mobile node requests that its new foreign agent
attempt to notify its previous foreign agent on its behalf
by including a Previous Foreign Agent Notification ex-
tension in its Registration Request message sent to the
new foreign agent. The new foreign agent then builds a
Binding Update message and transmits it to the mobile
node’s previous foreign agent during registration, request-
ing an acknowledgement from the previous foreign agent.
The notification will typically include the mobile node’s
new care-of address, allowing the previous foreign agent
to create a binding cache entry for the mobile node to
serve as a forwarding pointer [9] to its new location. This
process is illustrated in figure 8. The figure also shows
how the binding cache maintenance messages are sent dur-
ing the Mobile IP registration process. Any tunneled pack-
ets for the mobile node that arrive at its previous foreign
agent after the forwarding pointer has been created can
then be re-tunneled to the mobile node’s new care-of ad-
dress.

For this smooth handoff to be secure, during registration
with a new foreign agent, the mobile node and the previous
foreign agent must have a security association. The security
association is used to authenticate the notification sent to
the previous foreign agent.

The mobile node is responsible for occasionally retrans-
mitting a Binding Update message to its previous foreign
agent until the matching Binding Acknowledgement mes-
sage is received, or until the mobile node can be sure
that the foreign agent has expired its binding. The mo-
bile node is likely to select a small timeout value for the
lifetime available to such bindings sent to previous foreign
agents.

4.2. Previous Foreign Agent Notification extension

The format of the Previous Foreign Agent Notification
extension is illustrated in figure 9. The Previous Foreign
Agent Notification extension contains only those values
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Figure 9. Previous Foreign Agent extension format.

not otherwise already contained in the Registration Request
message that are needed for the new foreign agent to con-
struct the Binding Update message. It contains the mo-
bile node’s new care-of address (or, sometimes, the mobile
node’s home address), the previous foreign agent’s address,
and sufficient information for the new foreign agent to build
the expected Binding Update for the previous foreign agent.
If the mobile node just wants the previous foreign agent to
forget entirely about the mobile node, it uses its home ad-
dress in the notification extension.

The cache lifetime is copied into the lifetime field of
the Binding Update message, and is the number of seconds
remaining before the binding cache entry created by the
previous foreign agent must be considered expired. A value
of zero indicates that the previous foreign agent should
not create a binding cache entry for the mobile node once
it has deleted the mobile node’s registration in its visitor
list.

When building the Binding Update, the new foreign
agent must create a Route Optimization Authentication ex-
tension. The SPI and authenticator value are copied into
the authentication extension by the new foreign agent. This
authenticator is calculated by the mobile node only over the
predicted Binding Update message body, using a security
association shared with its previous foreign agent. The SPI
used for the authentication calculation can be one created
as part of the establishment of the registration key by one
of the methods in section 7.

4.3. Smooth handoffs and Binding Acknowledgements

When a foreign agent receives a Previous Foreign Agent
Notification message, it creates a Binding Update for the
previous foreign agent, using the specified SPI and pre-
computed authenticator sent to it by the mobile node. The
Binding Update message is also required to set the acknowl-
edge bit, so that the previous foreign agent will know to
send a Binding Acknowledgement message back to the mo-
bile node.

When the previous foreign agent receives the Binding
Update message, it will authenticate the message using
the mobility security association indicated by the SPI. If
the message authentication is correct, the visitor list entry
for this mobile node at the previous foreign agent will be
deleted and a Binding Acknowledgement message returned
to the sender. In addition, if a new care-of address was
included in the Binding Update message, the previous for-

eign agent will create a binding cache entry for the mobile
node. The previous foreign agent can then tunnel packets
to the mobile node’s new care-of address using that bind-
ing cache entry, just as any node maintaining a binding
cache.

This Binding Acknowledgement returned by the previ-
ous foreign agent is addressed to the mobile node, and
thus must be tunneled using the new binding cache entry.
The tunneled acknowledgement then should be delivered
directly to the new foreign agent, without having to go to
the home network. This creates an interesting problem for
the new foreign agent when it receives the acknowledge-
ment before the Registration Reply from the home agent.
It is suggested that the new foreign agent deliver the ac-
knowledgement to the mobile node anyway, even though
the mobile node is technically unregistered. If there is con-
cern that this provides a loophole for unauthorized traffic to
the mobile node, the new foreign agent could limit the num-
ber of packets delivered to the unregistered mobile node to
this single instance. Alternatively, a new extension to the
Registration Reply message can be defined to carry along
the acknowledgement from the previous foreign agent. This
latter approach would have the benefit that fewer packets
would be transmitted over bandwidth-constrained wireless
media during registration.

When the Binding Acknowledgement message from the
previous foreign agent is received by the new foreign agent,
it decapsulates it and sends it to the mobile node. In this
way, the mobile node can discover that its previous foreign
agent has received the Binding Update message. The mo-
bile node must be certain that its previous foreign agent has
been notified about its new care-of address, because oth-
erwise the previous foreign agent could become a “black
hole” for packets destined for the mobile node based on
out-of-date binding cache entries at other nodes. The new
foreign agent has no further responsibility for helping to
update the binding cache at the previous foreign agent, and
does not retransmit the message even if no acknowledge-
ment is received.

If the acknowledgement has not been received after suf-
ficient time, the mobile node is responsible for retransmit-
ting another Binding Update message to its previous foreign
agent. Although the previous foreign agent may have al-
ready received and processed the Binding Update message
(the Binding Acknowledgement message may have been
lost in transit to the new foreign agent), the mobile node
should continue to retransmit its Binding Update message
until the previous foreign agent responds with a Binding
Acknowledgement.

It is possible that the binding cache entry created by the
previous foreign agent from the information in the Binding
Update from the new foreign agent will be deleted from its
cache at any time. In this case, the previous foreign agent
will be unable to re-tunnel subsequently arriving tunneled
packets for the mobile node, and would resort to using a
special tunnel [16]. Mobile nodes are expected to assign
small lifetimes to such bindings so that they will not take
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Figure 10. Modified Agent Advertisement message format.

up space in the foreign agent’s binding cache for longer
than necessary.

4.4. Modified Mobility Agent Advertisement extension

Performing smooth handoffs requires one minor change
to the existing Mobile IP Mobility Agent Advertisement ex-
tension [15]. A new flag bit, the smooth handoff (S) bit,
replaces a previously unused reserved bit in the extension,
to indicate that the foreign agent supports smooth handoffs.
By default, every foreign agent that supports smooth hand-
offs is expected to support at least the establishment of a
registration key (see section 6) by using a Diffie–Hellman
key exchange.

5. Mobility security association management

One of the most difficult aspects of Route Optimization
for Mobile IP in the Internet today is that of providing
authentication for all messages that affect the routing of
packets to a mobile node. In the base Mobile IP protocol,
only the home agent is aware of the mobile node’s mobil-
ity binding and only the home agent tunnels packets to the
mobile node. Thus, all routing of packets to the mobile
node while away from its home network is controlled by
the home agent. Authentication is currently achieved based
on a manually established mobility security association be-
tween the home agent and the mobile node. Since the home
agent and the mobile node are both owned by the same or-
ganization (both are assigned IP addresses within the same
IP subnet), this manual configuration is manageable, and
(for example) can be performed while the mobile node is
at home.

However, with Route Optimization, authentication is
more difficult to manage, since a Binding Update may in
general need to be sent to almost any node in the Inter-
net. Since no authentication or key distribution protocol
is generally available in the Internet today, the Route Op-
timization procedures defined here may make use of the
same type of manual key distribution as defined in the base
Mobile IP protocol. For use with Route Optimization, a
mobility security association held by a correspondent node
or a foreign agent must include the same parameters (for
instance, the style of replay protection) as required by base
Mobile IP [15].

For a correspondent node to be able to create a bind-
ing cache entry for a mobile node, the correspondent node
and the mobile node’s home agent must have established a

mobility security association. This mobility security asso-
ciation, though, could conceivably be used in creating and
updating binding cache entries at this correspondent node
for all mobile nodes served by this home agent. Doing so
places the correspondent node in a fairly natural relation-
ship with respect to the mobile nodes served by this home
agent. For example, the mobile nodes may represent dif-
ferent people affiliated with the same organization owning
the home agent, with which the user of the correspondent
node often collaborates. The effort of establishing such a
mobility security association with the relevant home agent
may be more easily justified (as described below) than the
effort of doing so with each individual mobile node. It
is similarly possible for a home agent to have a manually
established mobility security association with the foreign
agents often used by its mobile nodes, or for a particular
mobile node to have a manually established mobility secu-
rity association with the foreign agents serving the foreign
networks that it often visits.

In general, if the movement and communication patterns
of a mobile node or the group of mobile nodes served by
the same home agent are sufficient to justify establishing a
mobility security association with the mobile node’s home
agent, users or network administrators are likely to do so.
Rather than storing each mobility security association that
it has established with many different correspondent nodes
and foreign agents, a home agent may manage its mobility
security associations so that each of them can be generated
from a single master key. With the master key, the home
agent could build a key for any given other node, e.g., by
computing the node-specific key as

MD5(node-address ‖ master-key ‖ node-address)

where node-address is the IP address of the particular node
for which the home agent is building a key, and master-
key is the single master key held by the home agent for
all mobility security associations it has established with
correspondent nodes. The node-specific key is built by
computing an MD5 hash over a string consisting of the
master key with the node-address concatenated as a prefix
and as a suffix.

Using this scheme, when establishing each mobility se-
curity association, the network administrator managing the
home agent computes the node-specific key and commu-
nicates this key to the network administrator of the other
node through some secure channel, perhaps by telephone.
The mobility security association is configured at this other
node in the same way as any mobility security association.
At the home agent, though, no record need be kept that
this key has been given out. The home agent need only be
configured to know that this scheme is in use for all of its
mobility security associations, or perhaps only for a spe-
cific set of its mobile nodes. When the home agent needs a
mobility security association as part of Route Optimization,
it builds the node-specific key based on the master key and
the IP address of the other node with which it is attempting
to authenticate.
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6. Registration key establishment messages

When a mobile node registers with a foreign agent, it
typically does not yet share a security association with the
foreign agent. However, in order for the foreign agent
to process future Binding Updates that it may receive, it
must have such a security association. As described earlier,
smooth handoffs rely on the Previous Foreign Agent Noti-
fication extension (section 4.2), which precedes the trans-
mission of a Binding Update to the previous foreign agent
created by the mobile node after it moves. Binding Up-
dates provide the essential mechanism for accomplishing
smooth handoffs between a previous foreign agent and a
new foreign agent.

Foreign agents are expected to be cheap and widely
available as Mobile IP becomes fully deployed. Mobile
nodes will likely find it difficult to manage long-term secu-
rity relationships with so many foreign agents. To securely
perform the operations needed for smooth handoffs from
one foreign agent to the next, however, any careful foreign
agent should require assurance that it is getting authentic
handoff information and is not arranging to forward in-flight
packets to a forged destination. The registration key estab-
lishment messages are used with the Mobile IP Registration
Request and Registration Reply messages to establish some
trustworthy secret (and SPI) between a mobile node and its
foreign agent when none exists beforehand, while allowing
the use of fully trustworthy security associations between
foreign agents and mobile nodes whenever they do exist.

In Mobile IP, the mobile node often cannot verify the
identity of the foreign agent in any absolute terms. It can
only act on the presumption that the foreign agent is per-
forming its duties by correctly implementing the protocol.
The exact identity of the foreign agent is not crucial to the
process of establishing a registration key. Only an agree-
ment to follow the protocol can be expected or enforced. If
the mobile node has a way to obtain a certified public key
for the foreign agent, then the identity may be established
in a firmer fashion, but the needed public key infrastruc-
ture is not yet available in the Internet today. Therefore,
the methods described here enable a mobile node to create
a registration key with an anonymous foreign agent (i.e.,
one whose identity we may be unable to verify) during
the registration process. Several methods for establishing a
registration key have been proposed, and other methods of
establishing keys may become available in the future, using
an Internet public key infrastructure or Kerberos. Currently,
the following methods have been proposed:

1. If the foreign agent and mobile node share a secu-
rity association, it can be used to secure the Previous
Foreign Agent Notification without need to establish a
registration key.

2. If the home agent and foreign agent share a security
association, the home agent can choose the new regis-
tration key.

3. If the foreign agent has a public key, it can again use
the home agent to supply a registration key.

4. If the mobile node includes its public key in its Regis-
tration Request, the foreign agent can choose the new
registration key.

5. The mobile node and its foreign agent can execute a
Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol [5] as part of
the registration protocol.

If a request for key establishment cannot be accommo-
dated by the foreign agent and/or the home agent, then the
mobile node’s key request must go unfulfilled. This does
not mean that the Registration Request itself fails, so it has
no effect on the status code returned by the home agent to
the mobile node. The mobile node must be able to handle
the case in which it has requested a key but the Registra-
tion Reply arrives without any key reply extension. This
could happen even when the foreign agent has advertised
its willingness to offer smooth handoffs, and the mobile
node has supplied all the necessary parameters (e.g., for a
Diffie–Hellman key exchange).

Once the registration key is established, the method for
performing smooth handoff is natural, as described earlier.
In the remainder of this section, we give a brief overview
of the proposed methods for establishing the registration
key enumerated above.

6.1. The home agent as a KDC

The second and third methods listed above make use of
the mobility security association shared between the home
agent and mobile node, to encode the registration key for
delivery to the mobile node. Thus, if the home agent can
securely deliver the key to the foreign agent, it can be used
as a Key Distribution Center (KDC) for the mobile node
and its new foreign agent. The mobile node requests this by
including a Registration Key Request extension in its Reg-
istration Request message. When the home agent chooses
the registration key, it returns the key in two different ex-
tensions to the Registration Reply. One extension has the
key encrypted for the foreign agent, and the other exten-
sion has the same key encrypted differently for the mobile
node.

For the registration key to be established using this
method, the home agent must be able to securely trans-
mit an encrypted copy of the registration key to the foreign
agent. This is straightforward if the foreign agent already
has a mobility security association with the home agent. If
mobile nodes from some home network often visit a foreign
agent, then the effort of creating such a mobility security
association between that foreign agent and the home agent
serving their home network may be worthwhile.

If no such mobility security association exists, but the
foreign agent has a public key available, it can still ask
the home agent to use it to pick a registration key. This
may be preferable to asking the mobile node to pick a
good registration key, because doing so may depend upon
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using resources not available to all mobile nodes; simply
selecting cryptographically strong pseudo-random numbers
may by itself be a significant computational burden [6].
Moreover, allowing the home agent to pick the key fits well
into the existing registration procedures. On the other hand,
it is possible that a mobile node could do with less than
perfect pseudo-random numbers as long as the registration
key were to be used in the restricted fashion envisioned
here for smooth handoffs.

6.2. Using the foreign agent as a KDC

When the foreign agent and mobile node share a mobility
security association, there is no need to pick a registration
key. The mobile node can secure its Binding Update to the
foreign agent whenever it needs to, by using the existing
security association. This is the most desirable case.

Otherwise, if available, the mobile node can include its
public key (such as RSA [18]) in its Registration Request
to the foreign agent, using a Mobile Node Public Key ex-
tension. The foreign agent chooses the new registration key
and includes a copy of it in the Registration Request, en-
crypted with the mobile node’s public key, using a Foreign-
Mobile Registration Key Reply extension.

6.3. Using Diffie–Hellman with the foreign agent

The Diffie–Hellman key-exchange algorithm [5,18] can
be used. Diffie–Hellman is a public key cryptosystem that
allows two parties to establish a shared secret key, such
that the shared secret key cannot be determined by other
parties overhearing the messages exchanged during the al-
gorithm. It is already used, for example, in other protocols
that require a key exchange, such as in the Cellular Digital
Packet Data (CDPD) system [2].

Some applications of this technique are known to suffer
from a man-in-the-middle attack. In other words, a ma-
licious agent could pretend to the foreign agent to be the
mobile node, and pretend to the mobile node to be the
foreign agent, and participate as an unwanted third mem-
ber in the key exchange. Armed with knowledge of the
registration key, the malicious agent could at a later time
disrupt the smooth handoff, or initiate the handoff prema-
turely. In Route Optimization, Diffie–Hellman results are
authenticated by the home agent to frustrate such man-
in-the-middle attacks. Moreover, the mobile node and/or
the foreign agent are presumably in direct contact, so that
such an attack is detectable if either of the nodes notices
the reception of duplicate packets, and corrective action
taken.

If Diffie–Hellman were not computationally expensive,
it could likely serve the needs of most mobile nodes. But,
the algorithm itself uses exponentiations involving numbers
with hundreds of digits. That may take a long time for
some mobile nodes to compute, time which might come
at the expense of interactivity or convenient operation of
user application programs. For this reason, Diffie–Hellman

may be less desirable than some other methods for estab-
lishing registration keys. Since it requires no other config-
uration, it is nevertheless required in all implementations
of foreign agents that advertise support for smooth hand-
offs.

Briefly, the Diffie–Hellman algorithm involves the use
of two large public numbers, a prime number and a gener-
ator. The prime number and the generator must be known
by both parties involved in the algorithm, but do not have
to be secret; these values may be the same or different for
each execution of the algorithm and are not used once the
algorithm completes. Each party chooses a private random
number, produces a computed value based on this random
number, the prime and the generator, and sends the com-
puted value in a message to the other party. Each party then
computes the (same) shared secret key using its own pri-
vate random number, the computed value received from the
other party, and the prime and generator values. Knowing
the computed values and not the chosen random numbers
does not enable passive listeners to determine the shared
secret key.

To use the Diffie–Hellman algorithm during registration
with a foreign agent, the mobile node includes a Regis-
tration Key Request extension in its Registration Request
message, containing its nonzero values for the prime and
generator, along with the computed value from its own pri-
vate random number. The foreign agent then chooses its
own private random number and includes a Diffie–Hellman
Registration Key Reply extension in its Registration Re-
ply message to the mobile node; the extension includes the
foreign agent’s own computed value based on its chosen
random number and the supplied prime and generator val-
ues from the mobile node. The mobile node and foreign
agent each independently form the (same) shared secret key
from their own chosen random number, the computed value
supplied by the other party, and the prime and generator
values.

Establishing a registration key using Diffie–Hellman is
computationally expensive, but the use of Diffie–Hellman
described here is designed to allow the Diffie–Hellman
computations to be overlapped with other activities. The
mobile node may choose (or be manually configured with)
the prime and generator values at any time, or may use the
same two values for a number of registrations. The mobile
node may also choose its private random number and cal-
culate its computed value at any time. For example, after
completing one registration, the mobile node may choose
the private random number for its next registration and be-
gin the computation of its new computed value based on
this random number, such that it has completed this com-
putation before it is needed in its next registration. Even
more simply, the mobile node may use the same private
random number and computed value for any number of
registrations. The foreign agent may choose its private ran-
dom number and begin computation of its computed value
based on this number as soon as it receives the mobile
node’s Registration Request message.
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This method could be extended to support other similar
key exchange algorithms, either by adding a new request
and reply extension for each, or by adding a field in the
extensions to indicate which algorithm is to be used.

7. Messages requesting a registration key

This section describes the extensions that may be used
by mobile nodes or foreign agents to request the estab-
lishment of a registration key. See section 9 for appropri-
ate algorithms which allow each node to tailor the use of
these extensions to most closely fit its configured require-
ments.

7.1. Foreign Agent Key Request extension

If the foreign agent receives a Registration Key Re-
quest from a mobile node and it has a security associa-
tion with the home agent, it may append the Foreign Agent
Key Request extension to the Registration Request after the
Mobile-Home Authentication extension. The home agent
will use the SPI specified in the key request extension to
encode the registration key in the subsequent Registration
Reply message. The format of the Foreign Agent Key Re-
quest extension is illustrated in figure 11.

7.2. Mobile Node Public Key extension

If the mobile node has a public key, it can ask its
prospective foreign agent to choose a registration key, and
to use the mobile node’s public key to encode the chosen
registration key. No eavesdropper will be able to decode
the registration key, even if it is broadcast to all entities
with access to the network medium used by the mobile
node. If using the public key, the foreign agent should still
include the selected key in the Registration Request before
it goes to the home agent. Then, the home agent can au-
thenticate the selected encoded registration key as part of
the Registration Reply message. The format of the Mobile
Node Public Key extension is illustrated in figure 12.

Figure 11. Foreign Agent Key Request extension format.

Figure 12. Mobile Node Public Key extension format.

7.3. Foreign Agent Public Key extension

The format of the Foreign Agent Public Key extension is
illustrated in figure 13. Using this extension, if the foreign
agent has a public key, it can ask the home agent to choose
a registration key, and to use the foreign agent’s public
key to encode the chosen registration key. Then, the home
agent can authenticate the selected encoded registration key
as part of the Registration Reply message. The SPI field in
the extension is provided for the home agent to transcribe
into the eventual Foreign Agent Public Key Reply extension
to the Registration Reply message.

7.4. Registration Key Request extension

The Registration Key Request extension, illustrated in
figure 14, may be included in a Registration Request mes-
sage sent to a foreign agent. If the length of the parameters
in the key request extension are all zero, then the mobile
node is asking the foreign agent to supply a key by any
means it has available except for Diffie–Hellman.

If the lengths are nonzero, then the mobile node is en-
abling the foreign agent to also perform the Diffie–Hellman
key exchange algorithm (as described in section 6.3) if the
other possible key establishment methods are not available.
The foreign agent should then select a good pseudo-random
registration key, and include a Diffie–Hellman Registration
Key Reply extension, in the Registration Request message
sent to the home agent to complete the key exchange. The
home agent will also include the same extension in the Reg-
istration Reply sent to the mobile node, which will then be
authenticated as part of the reply message.

The Prime and Generator fields give the two public val-
ues for this execution of the Diffie–Hellman algorithm. The
Computed Value is the public computed value from the mo-
bile node for this Diffie–Hellman exchange. The values
Prime, Generator, and Computed Value must all be the
same length, which must be a multiple of 8 bits. Corre-
spondingly, the Length field is a number which is 3 times
the length (in bytes) of each of Prime, Generator, and Com-
puted Value.

Figure 13. Foreign Agent Public Key extension format.

Figure 14. Registration Key Request extension format.
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8. Extensions to supply a registration key

This section describes the extensions that may be used
to supply a registration key to a requesting entity, either a
foreign agent or a mobile node. These extensions are the
counterparts to the corresponding extensions used to request
registration keys that were described in the last section.

8.1. Home-Mobile Key Reply extension

The Home-Mobile Key Reply extension may be used in
Registration Reply messages to send a registration key from
the mobile node’s home agent to the mobile node. When
used, the home agent is required to also include a key reply
extension in the Registration Reply message, which gives
a copy of the same key to the mobile node’s new foreign
agent. The Home-Mobile Key Reply extension, illustrated
in figure 15, is authenticated along with the rest of the
Registration Reply message, and thus no additional authen-
ticator is included in the extension. The SPI used to encode
the registration key may be different from the SPI used to
authenticate the Registration Reply message.

The Mobile Node Encrypted Key is the registration key,
chosen by the home agent, encrypted under the mobility
security association between the home agent and the mo-
bile node. The same key must be sent, encrypted for the
foreign agent in a Foreign Agent Key Reply extension in
this Registration Reply message.

8.2. Foreign Agent Key Reply extension

The Foreign Agent Key Reply extension, illustrated in
figure 16, may be used in Registration Reply messages to
send a registration key from the mobile node’s home agent
to the mobile node’s new foreign agent. The registration
key is encrypted under the mobility security association
between the home agent and the foreign agent. The key
that is sent in this extension must also be sent by the home
agent to the mobile node, encoded for the mobile node in a
Home-Mobile Key Reply extension in the same Registration
Reply message.

Figure 15. Home-Mobile Key Reply extension format.

Figure 16. Foreign Agent Key Reply extension format.

Authentication of the key is performed by use of data
within a Home-Foreign Authentication extension to the
Registration Reply message, which is required when the
Foreign Agent Key Reply extension is used. Replay pro-
tection is accomplished using the Identification field in the
Registration Request message, which is also used by the
foreign agent to identify the pending registration data.

8.3. Mobile Node Public Key Reply extension

The Mobile Node Public Key Reply extension is illus-
trated in figure 17. When the mobile node sends a Mobile
Node Public Key Request to its prospective foreign agent,
the foreign agent can immediately select a registration key.
The foreign agent encodes this registration key into the
Mobile Node Public Key Reply extension to the Registra-
tion Request, along with an SPI for future reference to the
key. The home agent subsequently transcribes the extension
without change into the Registration Reply message.

8.4. Foreign Agent Public Key Reply extension

In response to a Foreign Agent Public Key Request ex-
tension, the home agent will select a registration key and
encode it into two separate key reply extensions of the
Registration Reply message. The Foreign Agent Public
Key Reply message is illustrated in figure 18. The Foreign
Agent Public Key Reply extension contains the registration
key encrypted with the public key of the foreign agent. The
Foreign Agent’s Encrypted Key is a pseudo-random num-
ber, chosen by the home agent, and encrypted using the
foreign agent’s public key. The SPI, provided by the for-
eign agent for transcribing into this extension, is ultimately
targeted for use by the mobile node.

8.5. Diffie–Hellman Key Reply extension

The Diffie–Hellman Registration Key Reply extension,
illustrated in figure 19, should be included in a Registration
Request message sent by a foreign agent to the home agent,
when the following conditions are met:

Figure 17. Mobile Node Public Key Reply extension format.

Figure 18. Foreign Agent Public Key Reply extension format.
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Figure 19. Diffie–Hellman Key Reply extension format.

Figure 20. SPI extension format.

• the mobile node has included a Registration Key Re-
quest extension with nonzero prime and generator in its
Registration Request message to the foreign agent, and

• the foreign agent has no public key or security associa-
tion with the home agent or mobile node.

The Computed Value field gives the computed value
from the foreign agent for this execution of the Diffie–
Hellman algorithm. The values of the prime and genera-
tor are taken from the Registration Key Request extension
from the mobile node’s Registration Request message. The
foreign agent supplies a new SPI along with the new regis-
tration key, so that the new key will be useful in the same
way as registration keys created by any other method.

8.6. SPI extension

The SPI extension is included in Registration Reply mes-
sages when needed to specify the SPI to be associated with
the registration key, which may be different from the SPI
used to encrypt the key. The format of the SPI extension
is shown in figure 20.

9. Registration Key Request processing

This section describes the processing steps taken by a
mobile node, foreign agent, and home agent in establishing
a registration key for the mobile node during registration.
These steps use the message extensions described in sec-
tion 8.

9.1. Mobile Node Key Requests

If the mobile node receives an Agent Advertisement
from a foreign agent with the smooth handoff bit set, it
may initiate a smooth handoff with its previous foreign
agent, as well as asking its new foreign agent to aid in
supplying a registration key for the new registration. The
following algorithm may be used by the mobile node dur-
ing registration to allow flexibility in the selection of the
new registration key. Any particular mobile node may be
configured to use one, none, or any subset of the key es-
tablishment procedures made available as part of the Route
Optimization protocol.

1. If the smooth handoff bit is not set in the Agent Ad-
vertisement, do not include a Registration Key Request
in the Mobile IP registration message, and skip all of
the following steps.

2. If the mobile node has a registration key with the previ-
ous foreign agent, append the Previous Foreign Agent
Notification extension.

3. If a security association exists with the new foreign
agent, use it to secure any future Previous Foreign
Agent Notification extensions.

4. Otherwise, if a public key is owned by the mobile
node, append the Mobile Node Public Key Request
extension.

5. Otherwise, if a Diffie–Hellman key exchange is de-
sired, include a value for the prime, generator, and
mobile node computed value in a Mobile Node Key
Request extension.

6. Otherwise, append the Registration Key Request ex-
tension with empty (zero-length) prime, generator, and
computed value.

In this way, the mobile node can get a registration key
whenever one can be produced by any of the several avail-
able mechanisms.

9.2. Home agent processing for Registration Key Requests

When the home agent receives a Registration Request
message, an extension requesting a registration key may be
present in the message, asking the home agent to provide a
registration key to the mobile node and its foreign agent, as
described in section 6. In that event, the home agent em-
ploys a good algorithm for producing random keys [6] and
encrypts the result separately for use by the foreign agent
and by the mobile node. The chosen key is encrypted under
the mobility security association shared between the home
agent and the mobile node, and the encrypted key is placed
in a Home-Mobile Registration Key Reply extension (sec-
tion 8.1) in the Registration Reply message. The same key
is also encrypted under the mobility security association
shared between the home agent and the foreign agent, and
the encrypted key is placed in a Home-Foreign Registration
Key Reply extension (section 8.2) in the Registration Reply
message.

If the home agent cannot satisfy a request to select a
registration key, it may still satisfy the registration attempt.
In this case, the home agent returns a Registration Reply
message indicating success, but does not include any key
reply extension.

9.3. Home agent supplying registration keys

When the home agent receives a Registration Request
message with registration key extensions, it usually per-
forms one of two operations:
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• the home agent selects and encodes a registration key
for both the mobile node and the foreign agent, or

• it transcribes the registration key already selected by
the foreign agent into the appropriate extension to the
Registration Reply message.

Either operation ensures that the mobile node and home
agent are dealing with the same foreign agent.

When building the Registration Reply, the home agent
should follow an algorithm such as the one suggested be-
low, to be useful for the range of registration key estab-
lishment scenarios that are possible given the current route
optimization protocol.

1. If the Registration Request contains extensions indicat-
ing that the foreign agent has already selected a reg-
istration key for use by the mobile node, copy those
extensions into the Registration Reply.

2. Otherwise, if the Registration Request contains a For-
eign Agent Key Request, then there is a security as-
sociation with the foreign agent; append the Mobile
Node Key Reply extension and the Foreign Agent Key
Reply extension to the Registration Reply.

3. Otherwise, if a public key is available for the foreign
agent (perhaps contained in the Foreign Agent Public
Key extension), append the Mobile Node Key Reply
extension and the Foreign Agent Public Key Reply ex-
tension to the Registration Reply.

4. Otherwise, do nothing. A registration key cannot be
provided, but the registration can still be accepted ac-
cording to the base Mobile IP specification.

In all cases, the home agent authenticates the Registration
Key Reply extensions using the Home-Mobile Authentica-
tion extension.

9.4. Foreign agent processing for key requests

The foreign agent, when it receives a request from a
mobile node for a registration key, is faced with a vari-
ety of possible actions. The action selected by the foreign
agent depends on the resources it has available. The foreign
agent typically attempts to reduce as much as possible the
computational burden placed on the mobile node, but relies
on the security association with the greatest cryptographic
strength to encode the registration key. Furthermore, if the
foreign agent performs the key selection, it still supplies
the encoded key in an extension to the Registration Request
message, so that the process of registration will also have
the effect of authenticating its choice of registration key to
the mobile node. This strategy reduces the opportunity for
attackers to mount man-in-the-middle attacks.

The following steps illustrate an algorithm that may be
used when a foreign agent gets a Registration Request with
one of the key request extensions included.

1. If the Registration Request contains a Previous For-
eign Agent Notification extension, perform the indi-
cated function by building and transmitting the appro-
priate Binding Update message to the previous foreign
agent.

2. If there is a security association with the home agent,
append a Foreign Agent Key Request extension to the
Registration Request.

3. Otherwise, if the foreign agent has a public key, ap-
pend the Foreign Agent Public Key Request to the the
Registration Request.

4. Otherwise, if the mobile node’s public key is available,
use it to pick a good registration key and append the
Foreign Agent Public Key Reply extension.

5. Otherwise, if the mobile node has indicated that a
Diffie–Hellman key exchange is desired, perform the
computation and use the result when appending the
Diffie–Hellman Key Reply extension to the Registra-
tion Request.

6. Otherwise, forward the Registration Request to the
home agent without any further changes.

10. Route Optimization in IPv6

The development of Route Optimization techniques for
IPv4 has played an important role in the development of
mobility support for IP Version 6 (IPv6) [4,10]. Most
IPv4 correspondent nodes will not support the processing
of Binding Updates for years. IPv6 correspondent nodes,
on the other hand, should be able to support the analogous
features in IPv6 much sooner. There are three reasons for
the difference:

• There is not a sizable deployment of IPv6 nodes to im-
pede the introduction of appropriate protocol features.

• Efficient support of mobility was mandated by the IPng
Directorate and the IESG (Internet Engineering Steering
Group) [1].

• The base IPv6 protocol supports mobility more naturally
than IPv4, so that there is less work needed overall to
create products that implement the standard.

One of the main features of IPv6 that is most useful
for mobility support is the requirement that all IPv6 nodes
support authentication. Since the nodes have to perform au-
thentication, APIs have been developed to enable the func-
tions at the network protocol layer, and the APIs can be
used to do key management. With keys distributed to the
correspondent nodes, the mobile node can expect its corre-
spondents to accept authenticated Binding Updates. When
the correspondents are able to keep track of the mobile
node’s care-of addresses, they can (just as in IPv4 Route
Optimization) cause packets to go directly to the mobile
node without ever passing through the home network or
home agent.
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There are further advantages inherent in IPv6 for mo-
bility support, many of which are not relevant to Route
Optimization. One important feature, however, is the new
organization for IPv6 options. Options can now be speci-
fied to be end-to-end, instead of hop-by-hop as with IPv4.
For this reason, in IPv6, Binding Updates are delivered in
end-to-end options (called destination options). Moreover,
since normal packets can carry destination options, Binding
Updates can be delivered to correspondent nodes without
adding additional control packets to the network, thus re-
ducing network load. Moreover, since intermediate nodes
(routers) do not process the destination option, there is little
routing penalty for the transmission of binding updates to
correspondent nodes.

Given the expected universal deployment of authenti-
cation algorithms in IPv6 nodes, it is more reasonable to
expect that a mobile node can maintain a security associ-
ation with all its correspondents. For this reason, Binding
Updates are delivered directly from the mobile node to the
correspondent node in IPv6, in contrast to the method used
in IPv4 whereby home agents are responsible for this chore.
The mobile node can tell directly when a correspondent
node needs a Binding Update. Whenever the mobile node
moves to a new point of attachment to the Internet, any of
its correspondents with active connections will need to get
the new care-of address. The mobile node then inserts a
Binding Update destination option into the next packet that
it needs to transmit to any particular correspondent. Fur-
thermore, the mobile node can tell if an incoming packet
was originated by a correspondent node with an out-of-date
or nonexistent binding for the mobile node, since such pack-
ets have to be tunneled to the mobile node from the home
agent instead of directly from the correspondent node.

Lastly, the IPv6 analog for smooth handoffs from one
point of attachment to the next deserves mention. Since
each mobile node can acquire a care-of address by using
Neighbor Discovery [12] and IPv6 address autoconfigura-
tion [19], there is no need for any foreign agent to sup-
ply this information to the mobile node. With 128-bit ad-
dresses, there is not the same incentive for conserving the
IPv6 address space, either. So, when a mobile node moves
to a new network, there is no foreign agent left behind to
help with forwarding data packets still in flight to the old
network.

To solve this problem, the mobile node can deliver a
Binding Update for its previous care-of address to the de-
fault router on its previous network. This default router
need not even know anything about the mobile node’s home
address. In fact, the previous router acts as a home agent
for the mobile node’s previous care-of address.

11. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the current proposed
protocol definition for Route Optimization, by which is
meant the elimination of triangle routing whenever the cor-

respondent node is able to perform the necessary proto-
col operations. The Route Optimization protocol definition
is largely concerned with supplying a Binding Update to
any correspondent node that needs one (and can process
it correctly). The Binding Update message is also used in
conjunction with the Previous Foreign Agent Notification
extension to allow for smooth handoffs between foreign
agents.

Furthermore, we have presented some methods for es-
tablishing registration keys for use by mobile nodes and
foreign agents supporting smooth handoffs. We have given
detailed processing requirements for mobile nodes, foreign
agents, and home agents. Finally, the essential features of
Route Optimization, as realized in IPv6, have been iden-
tified. We have discussed the differences between IPv4
and IPv6, with the hope that in so doing, the design space
for Route Optimization will be more fully understood, and
that IPv6’s ability to support mobility will be more fully
appreciated.
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